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MARINE OFFICERS' SPOUSES' CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.

MEET OUR MOSCDC
BOARD MEMBERS

CELEBRATING OUR
MILITARY CHILDREN

EVENTS AND MORE

The final wrap up of Board Member Bios are
in! Take a look at the rest of the friendly faces
that made this year one for the books!

To the children of our members, we celebrate
you! Thank you for your sacrifice and bravery.
May we all learn from the children in our lives.

We've got a few more gatherings you won't
want to miss before Spring closes out! Come
join us!
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INSIDE THIS ISSUE
FEBRUARY 2022
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A NO TE FRO M O UR
PRESIDENT
It's with misty eyes we bid farewell to this year's
president. Take a peek at what Christina is
looking forward to this Spring and remembering
in the club year behind us.

8-9
MO SCDC 22'-23' ELECTIO NS
It's about that time! MOSCDC elections are
upon us and we need your votes. All the details
are in this month's issue.

10-14
EVENTS
We've been to the drawing board again and
again, working to provide events that can bring
us together and keep us safe. This year will
have a silver lining and we are here to paint it!

16
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
While we would love to clink glasses and
overindulge in birthday cake with each of you,
we know our members have full calendars! This
is our way to wish those celebrating another
trip around the sun a Happy Birthday!
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Did you know our newsletter is hyperlinked?
Information on business listings, social media
groups and more are just a click away!

president's note

Spring

and the nearing of summer inspire different feelings for everyone. For my

daughter, Harper, it means laying down face-up in the middle of a baseball field and enjoying the
sunshine on her face. For my other daughter, Ruby, it means “bye-bye, boots; hello bare feet” and
chasing bunnies whenever they have the courage to emerge in her vicinity. For my husband, it
means finishing up school, squeezing in family visits, and making the most of these last few
months near our nation’s capital before we head to Okinawa in July. For MOSCDC, it means the
closing of one Club year and the beginning of another as fresh new sets of eyes, experiences, and
ideas begin plans for the year to come.
For me, spring brings a unique and bittersweet realization that my time as MOSCDC President will
end on May 31. I can easily say this has been one of the greatest honors and most fulfilling roles of
my life thus far. It seems like only yesterday that we were celebrating the start of the 2021-2022
year with sweeping views of Washington, D.C. from Top of the Town and it’s been a series of
exciting experiences ever since. From learning from GySgt Monica Preston, Assistant Drum Major
of “The President’s Own” to celebrating the holidays with MOSCDC Families during “Miracle on 8th
and I Streets” Supporting Toys for Tots to celebrating love alongside Karen Broadmeadow and
other members at Mt. Vernon Inn Restaurant, my heart is full of happiness and my head is full of
memories that I will forever be grateful for and one day share with my girls.
Thank you to the 2021-2022 MOSCDC Board for your hard work, creativity, tenacity, energy, and

“And so, with the
sunshine and the
great bursts of
leaves growing on
the trees, just as
things grow in
fast movies, I had
that familiar
conviction that
life was beginning
over again with
the summer.”

passion. Each one of you gave above and beyond the call of duty and it was my privilege to watch
you grow into your roles and bless our members with your gifts. Thank you to each one of you –
our members – for your loyalty and trust throughout the year as we navigated through the new
pandemic normal and tried some new things which wouldn’t have been possible without your
support. I’ve learned that the best recruiters in the world are members like you who are so proud
of this Club that you want your friends and your friends’ friends to be a part of it, too. You make
this Club possible year after year. Thank you.
So, as we embrace spring and stand on the edge of summer, consider the Club year behind us,
and support MOSCDC in the year ahead by renewing your membership and continuing your
loyalty. I cannot wait to see what adventures lay ahead for this amazing organization and I will
always be proud to have played a small part in creating its history. The best is yet to come for
MOSCDC...and, for you!

naChristina Glisson
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PRESIDENT
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– F. Scott Fitzgerald
The Great Gatsby
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TO OUR BOARD MEMBERS
1) Where are you originally from / where’s “home”?
SoCal. Grew up in Highland, CA then settled in Irvine after college.
2) Where is your spouse stationed and how long have you been in the DMV area?
My husband is nearing the end of his 3-year tour at the Pentagon, but we are hoping to extend and stay longer!
3) How long have you been with MOSCDC?
This is my 2nd year with MOSCDC, and my 2nd year on the board.
4) What are your top 3 qualities / strengths?
Versatile problem solver, creative, and passionate about helping others.

MARKETING CHAIR
Loralee Alcantara

5) What work or volunteer experience, skills, and/or passions led you to joining the
MOSCDC board this year?
I'm a professional freelance graphic designer and currently am a communications manager for a church. I have
experience strategizing marketing campaigns, facilitating groups, and coordinating special events as a former Women's
Ministry Coordinator. I always love to help build connections and support various communities with my creativity
and organizational skills.
6) When you’re not at MOSCDC, we’d find you…?
Working remotely designing on the computer; taking photos and video; cooking; or at the soccer field rooting for my
daughters (ages 9 & 12).

1) Where are you originally from / where’s “home”?
I was born in Lafayette, LA but moved to Houston, TX when I was under 2 so I call Houston home.
2) How did you meet your spouse?
Eric and my brother lived across the hall from each other at Texas A&M. My brother set us up on a blind date to a
football game. The tradition at Texas A&M football games is that when the footbal team scores, you kiss your date.
A&M won 72-10! We were engaged after only 4 dates and it was on a Friday the 13th with a full moon!
3) What is your favorite thing about the Washington, DC area?
My most favorite thing about the Washington, DC/NoVA area is all that there is to see and do. Many people come
here on vacation and we can go see the sights any time we like!
4) When you’re not at MOSCDC, we’d find you…?
In my free time, I enjoy boating/fishing and running.
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HONORARY VICE PRESIDENT
Trish Smith

1) Where are you originally from / where’s “home”?
Japan... Shizuoka prefecture, home to Mt. Fuji!
2) Where is your spouse stationed and how long have you been in the DMV area?
My husband is stationed in Quantico MCB and we have been here for 2 years.
3) How long have you been with MOSCDC?
Joined MOSCDC as a general member in 2019 and became a board member in 2020.
4) What are your top 3 qualities / strengths?
I am a good listener, work well with others, and cherish friendships and relationships!
5) What work or volunteer experience, skills, and/or passions led you to joining the

SOCIAL MEDIA CHAIR
Mari Gregory

MOSCDC board this year?
During my time in Okinawa (2016 - 2019), I began two social media groups and pages that I still manage to this day
with over 10K followers on each. My experience in this area led me to become the social media chair for MOSCDC this
year!
6) When you’re not at MOSCDC, we’d find you…?
Spending time with my family exploring new places or grabbing coffee or lunch with friends.

1) Where are you originally from / where’s “home”?
Northern Arizona
2) Where is your spouse stationed and how long have you been in the DMV area?
We have been stationed here for a little over 2 years now.
3) How long have you been with MOSCDC?
Nearly two years. The first year as a member and this year serving on the board.
4) What are your top 3 qualities / strengths?
Friendly, Creative, Loyal
5) What work or volunteer experience, skills, and/or passions led you to joining the
MOSCDC board this year?
My time as an editor for StarSand Magazine (the military spouse magazine in Okinawa) was a big reason I joined the
board this year. I love connecting people to their duty stations and helping them find all the hidden gems.

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Ko Sumption
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6) When you’re not at MOSCDC, we’d find you…?
Getting lost in the woods or creating through paint!
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THERE ARE STILL MORE...
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1) Where are you originally from / where’s “home”?
I hail from the San Francisco Bay Area.
2) Where is your spouse stationed and how long have you been in the DMV area?
Tony is stationed at Camp Lejeune. We've lived here for the last 9 months. Prior to our PCS, I've lived in the DMV for
5 years as a dual military couple, providing stability for our 6 children.
3) How long have you been with MOSCDC?
I've been with MOSCDC for the last two years and enthusiastically served on the board for both years as the Retiree
Liaison and JAFOWL Chair, respectively.

JAFOWL REPRESENTATIVE
Sonja Henderson

4) What are your top 3 qualities / strengths?
I'm approachable and enjoy connecting with members, I'm dedicated to getting tasks completed, and very loyal to
family and friends.
5) What work or volunteer experience, skills, and/or passions led you to joining the
MOSCDC board this year?
I believe in MOSCDC goals and wanted to do what I could through time and efforts to ensure the Club is successful. I
always strive to make a positive difference through volunteerism. My personal experience includes being elected on
several executive boards in the DMV to include President of a family and children organization. I also have training in
parliamentarian procedures and enjoy advocating for military families.
6) When you’re not at MOSCDC, we’d find you…?
I love spending time with my Marine, trying out new recipes and decorating.

1) Where are you originally from / where’s “home”?
I'm orginally from Stockholm, Sweden. I met my husband overseas during his time as a Marine Security Guard many
years ago. I immigrated to the US in 2015. My favorite thing about the US besides the people, is the incredible variety
in nature across the country.
2) Where is your spouse stationed and how long have you been in the DMV area?
He is currently stationed in Yuma, AZ but is soon making his way back east. I've lived in DC since 2018, currently in
Capitol Hill, my favorite neighborhood in the district.
3) How long have you been with MOSCDC?
A little over a year. I wish I would have found this wonderful community sooner!
4) What are your top 3 qualities / strengths?
I'm curious, optimistic and a go-getter.
5) What work or volunteer experience, skills, and/or passions led you to joining the
MOSCDC board this year?
I'm passionate about supporting and empowering the military spouse community. I also like to troubleshoot and
generate ideas to improve processes and systems. Combine the two and you have found my perfect volunteer activity!
Bonus: The MOSCDC community is truly inspiring - this group has that grit you will only find amonst Marines and
their families.
6) When you’re not at MOSCDC, we’d find you…?
Between juggling a full time job, volunteering, and taking care of my 7 month old, there's not much time for anything
else. When I DO get a break you'll find me at a brunch spot, beauty salon, or yoga studio!
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PARLIAMENTARIAN
Juliette Ramberg de Ruyter

MONTH
OF THE
MILITARY
CHILD
April 2022

MOSCDC joins in celebrating the little warriors in our lives.
Their strength, resilience and adaptability continues to
amaze us every day.
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MOSCDC '22-'23 ELECTIONS

THE NOMINEES
NOMINEE for PRESIDENT

JANE MONTEDORO

As military spouses, we share a special bond with one another that only
military

spouses

can

really

understand.

While

serving

as

the

MOSCDC

Reservations Chair over the last year, I had the opportunity to share in so
many new experiences with some of the spouses in the area and it just
reinforced

my

opinion

that

we

are,

indeed,

a

special

breed.

The

camaraderie that MOSCDC spouses represent to me is what I am truly
proud to be a part of and I look forward to seeing what more we can
accomplish together in the upcoming year.

NOMINEE for VICE PRESIDENT

MARI GREGORY

For me, the most exciting part of being a member of this community has
been the opportunity it provides for people to reconnect and/or connect
with old and new friends. In the last 3 years that I have been a part of
MOSCDC, and the last 2 years of being on the board, I have been able to
witness so many happy reunions and also new friendships being made.
Every year, I look forward to seeing who is joining our community.

NOMINEE for VICE PRESIDENT
For

over

17

years,

I

have

served

on

MOSC

KAPRECE JAMES

boards

and

have

enjoyed

learning and working with each spouse at every duty station because it
allowed me to become deeply connected to many amazing spouses. I have
watched

our

boards

go

through

several

transitions

and

the

one

thing

I

enjoy about MOSCDC is the diversity of spouses. Our spouses have been a
part of the community for 4 years or up to 30 years. Having such a group
of spouses with so many experiences allows us to share and continue to
build unbreakable bonds that we will all cherish for life.

ELECTIONS

OPEN
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Thursday, April 21st, Noon

VIA

VIRTUAL

BALLOT

MOSCDC '22-'23 ELECTIONS

THE NOMINEES
NOMINEE for

AISHA MAROON

CORRESPONDING SECRETRARY
I

would

love

the

opportunities

for

opportunity

to

engagement

support

that

you

this

organization.

I

are

creating

the

for

value

the

military

community and the support and outreach you offer spouses. I am also
hoping to make new friends and find new connections.

NOMINEE for

THIS COULD
BE YOU!

TREASURER
The

cash

oversees
budgets,

keeper
club
and

NOMINEE for
RECORDING
SECRETARY

THIS COULD
BE YOU!

who

funds,

financial

The

history

who

supports

board

transactions

preserver

with

minutes

and

the

meeting
meeting

preparation.

We will accept nominations for open positions until filled.
Executive Positions:

CLICK TO NOMINATE

Appointed Positions:

Treasurer

Marketing

Recording Secretary

Newsletter
Chaplain

bit.ly/3IMKnFq

Questions? Contact parliamentarian@moscdc.org

ELECTIONS

OPEN
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Thursday, April 21st, Noon

VIA

VIRTUAL

BALLOT

HAPPY HOUR
AT

DISTRICT WINERY

IN WASHINGTON, DC

FRIDAY, APRIL 29TH 4PM-630PM

GIVE THE GIFT OF

MOSCDC MERCH
YOU BUY IT AND WE’LL SHIP IT TO
SOMEONE SPECIAL IN YOUR LIFE.
MO S CDC. O RG /ME RCH
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April 29th at 10am

THE

"THE OLD GUARD"

Fort Myer &
Arlington Cemetery

FREE | Open to MOSCDC
Members & Guest Aged 12+
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
Changing of the Guard
Tour the "Old Guard"
Training & Preparation Area
Visit the Caisson Platoon &
Stables
Live Fife & Drum Corps
Performance
Live U.S. Army Drill Team
Performance
Bus Transportation Provided
Throughout

Registration full. Join waitlist at moscdc.org
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Save the Date
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 2022

M O S C D C
H A I L

&

F A R E W E L L

• THE HOME OF THE COMMANDANTS •
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stroll & picnic

Join us on Saturday, May 7, at 10am
National Arboretum
Washington, DC
FREE! Kids welcome!

Explore the US National
Arboretum via a guided walking
tour (via App), afterwards meet
up for a BYO picnic lunch
together. Kids invited!
Free, no tickets required.

Happy Mother's Day
A mother is she who can replace
all others but whose place no
one else can take
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FREE GOWNS!
OPERATION DEPLOY YOUR DRESS
POP-UP in Arlington , VA on April 30th

Register HERE
(https://bit.ly/3OiKP2g)

Be A Hero for a Hero.
Raise a Future Service Dog.
Right now, nonprofit Warrior
Canine Connection is seeking
volunteer puppy raisers in the
Northern Virginia area. No
experience is necessary! These
incredible volunteers help WCC in
the raising and training of future
service dogs for wounded
Veterans. WCC covers all food,
veterinary costs, and provides
weekly training for raisers at a
convenient location in Northern
Virginia.
To see what this wonderful
volunteer opportunity entails,
visit this link.
(http://bit.ly/3Okvz4R)

Register NOW and mention "MOSCDC" in the
referral section of the registration process.

For more information contact
puppyparent@warriorcanineconnection.org
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A MESSAGE

from OUR CHAPLAIN

A childlike heart…

Acting childish has a negative vibe. Talking back,
being disrespectful, breaking the rules, not making
wise choices are considered childish. Terms like
childish and childlike paint a negative picture as
actions of children. Why doesn’t ‘childish’ always
mean a good thing? ‘Childish’ behavior can be an
acceptable. Especially if you are a child and normal,
fun, carefree, delightful actions are being played
out. But for a grown up mature adult? Not so much.
There are expectations from the world around us
and from ourselves to always behave in a wise,
knowledgeable way. Not childlike. Not childish. The
span between acting like a child and acting like an
adult is very random. How is it measurable? During
this month of the military child may we all be able
to treasure the lives of children around us and
maybe be a bit ‘child’-ish along with them. It goes a
long way in helping them to understand the
uncertainty of a big scary world. Wikihow has some
easy ideas for relating to children and being
‘childlike’. I pray that the children in your life will
know through you they are accepted, cherished,
loved and guided toward being an adult and that
still keeping a bit of the child along the way is okay!
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Teresa Todd• MOSCDC Chaplain

“If it seems a childish thing to do, then be the child
in remembrance that you are.”
“ The innocence of remaining a child is something
that we all would like to have.” -uncommon quotes
.com
When I was a child I spoke like a child, I thought
like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became
a man I gave up childish ways. For now we see in a
mirror dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in
part then I shall know fully, even as I have been
fully known. 1 Cor. 13:11-12
Let the children come to me, and do not hinder
them, for to such belongs the kingdom of God.
Truly I say to you whoever does not receive the
kingdom of God like a child shall not enter it. Luke
18:16-17
Again I saw that under the sun the race is not to
the swift, nor the battle to the strong, nor bread to
the wise, nor riches to the intelligent, nor favor to
those with the knowledge, but time and chance
happen to them all. For man does not know his
time. Like fish that are taken in an evil net, and like
birds that are caught in a snare, so the children of
men are snared at an evil time, when it suddenly
falls upon them. Ecclesiastes 9:11-12

Blessings

Happy Birthday
TO OUR MEMBERS

APRIL

Star-Maria Brooks

Jennifer Martin

Jennifer Brown

Julie McWilliams

Jolene Brown

Heather Morgan

Jessica Bukovac

Andrea Pastel

Elizabeth Felps

Rosa Pereira

Cydnee Gentry

Kristine Rowell

Jasmin Hemberger

Ramona Smith

Sonja Henderson

Jennifer Van Bruen

Josette Knapp

Laura Viehmeyer

Deanna LeBlanc

Lauren Wagner

Renunda Lee

Jill Zagurski

Ann Littleton

Lauren Ziemba

Michelle Malone

Loralee Alcantara

MAY

Laura Austin
Alyssa Boesch
Jennifer Butler
Elizabeth Campbell
Yoly Cuccio
Beth Gurley
Michelle Gwin
Marissa Halligan
Kathryn Marcantel
Stephen Peters
Caitlin Polnaszek
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Dawn ReynoldsOlson
Nanci Visser
Wendy Walters Dean
Kressy Waugh

we love seeing you!

March & April
highlights

moscdc events
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Renew
Membership!
IT'S TIME TO

THE FIRST
MEMBERS TO
RENEW &
COMPLETE THE
SUVERY WILL
RECEIVE A
SPECIAL GIFT!

YOUR
MOSCDC

JOIN FOR FUN. JOIN FOR FRIENDSHIP.
JOIN FOR COMMUNITY. JOIN FOR EXPERIENCE.
JOIN FOR NETWORKING. JOIN FOR MEMORIES.
RENEW TO REPEAT!

1

3WAYS

WEBSITE

to

EVENTS
WEBSITE

"Events" section of our

moscdc.org/events

REGISTER
for

RENEW MAY 15TH

If registration is open, click
You may also

2

and Log-In.
if registration is full.

Wild Apricot mobile

APP

Wild Apricot
for members

MEMBERS APP
Download the free App
Use your MOSCDC log-in
Go to "Events" Section

EMAIL INVITATION

3

Invitation to register

EMAIL

Check your Inbox for an email from MOSCDC
Follow the email link directly to Registration
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Set up a book club, plan monthly outdoor happy hours, or
form up a running group while staying safe and healthy.
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www.moscdc.org/subclubs
FIND US ON OUR PUBLIC FACEBOOK PAGE
Search @moscdc on Facebook or in
Messenger to see what's new!
Or simply click here!

We want you....
The MOSCDC Newsletter Team is looking for content
contributors! A favorite holiday recipe? What about your
secret spot in NOVA? Or maybe you would like to share what
being a MOSCDC member means to you?
Email Ko Sumption for consideration!
newsletter@moscdc.org
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Washington, D.C.

USAA PROUDLY SUPPORTS
THE MARINE OFFICERS'
SPOUSES' CLUB OF
WASHINGTON, D.C.

2021-2022

MOSCDC Board MEMBERS
Honorary President D O N N A B E R G E R
Honorary Vice President /Advisor T R I S H
PRESIDENT
Christina Glisson
VICE PRESIDENT
Hilary Kinitz
TREASURER
Yoly Cuccio
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
Kaprece James
RECORDING SECRETARY
Tammy Wilson
CHAPLAIN
Teresa Todd

SMITH

PARLIAMENTARIAN
Juliette Ramberg de Ruyter
PROGRAMS CO-CHAIR
Rachel Eisenstatt
PROGRAMS CO-CHAIR
Lori Meade
HISTORIAN
Courtney Evers
HOSPITALITY CHAIR
Kamey Tippett
JAFOWL REPRESENTATIVE
Sonja Henderson

CONNECT with MOSCDC

MEMBERSHIP CHAIR
Vacant
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Ko Sumption
RESERVATIONS CHAIR
Jane Montedoro
WEB ADMINISTRATOR
Alicia Bowman
MARKETING CHAIR
Loralee Alcantara
SOCIAL MEDIA CHAIR
Mari Gregory
WAYS & MEANS CHAIR
Vacant

Due to COVID19, board meetings will be held virtually at 10:30a.m. on the 3rd Wednesday of each month and
are open to any member who wishes to attend. Once restrictions are lifted, face to face meetings will be
reinstated. If interested in receiving the monthly meeting minutes, please contact the Recording Secretary at
MOSCDC for a copy: recordingsecretary@moscdc.org
WWW.MOSCDC.ORG

INFO@MOSCDC.ORG

FACEBOOK.COM/GROUPS/MOSCDC

@MOSC_DC

Connect with MOSCDC friends on our MEMBERS ONLY Facebook group (open to any officer spouse JuneSeptember) and join discussions, make carpool plans, share pictures, and get advice about the DC area.
We are “recognized as a non-profit organization and tax exempt under section 501(c)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code, but are not an
organization described in section 170(c) of the code, therefore members may not deduct contributions made to us.” Reference herein to
any specific commercial products, process or service by trademark, manufacturer or otherwise does not constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation or favoring by the United States Marine Corps. Views and opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
state or reflect those of the United States Marine Corps, and shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.
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